
DSS  Kills  ANOTHER  Baby!!!
“Never saw such people be so
proud of being so stupid!!”
Report by Robert A. Williams
How many babies have been killed because of DSS incompetence?
How many babies have been killed because of the Cleveland
County DSS’s incompetence?? Ask Cleveland County Commissioner
Susan Allen, who also is the Chairman of the CCDSS. I believe
Allen would have to say ZERO because she refuses to believe
DSS does anything wrong. That has been my experience with
Susan Allen and the CCDSS. I also believe the confidentiality
that DSS cloaks itself in is in large part a cover-up of just
how bad things really are at DSS.

So, who is in control of DSS? The taxpayers and voters surely
don’t know or they would demand changes to straighten that
crowd out.

Now, do you remember the episode just a few years back when an
Animal Control officer in Union County, while looking for a
loose pig, ran across a foster child handcuffed to a rail on
the front porch of his foster home with a dead chicken tied
around his neck? That story went around the world several
times and if you don’t remember anything about it, please do
not vote in this years elections as you are so uninformed that
you are a danger to yourself and others. The foster mother was
a DSS Supervisor to boot.

The Union County Commissioners were thoroughly embarrassed by
that incident and supposedly made major changes at the Union
County DSS top leadership such that such incompetence would
forever NOT be repeated. Well it appears like “forever” at the
Union county DSS did NOT last too long.
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Now,  also  remember  Hurricane  Florence  went  through  Union
County just last week. Remember the news about the death of
the one year old baby who was swept out of his mothers arms by
the flood waters, only to be found dead downstream a little
later? Remember all the news reports showing all the Union
County  officials  who  were  so  saddened  by  such  a  thing
happening and asking for prayers for the family because of
this great tragedy?

Well,  the  truth  of  the  matter  is  slowly  coming  out.  The
official  news  reports  and  county  official  interviews  have
played  down  what  really  happened  in  this  incident.  What
happened is this, according to family members and people in
the  know,  the  mother  was  driving  what  appeared  to  be  a
relatively late model Lincoln Towncar down a road in Union
County  during  all  the  flooding.  Police  had  erected  a
barricaded to stop traffic from continuing down that road
because of heavy flooding ahead. The mother drove around that
barricade and continued. When the mother reached the flooded
roadway, she kept on driving as long as the car could go. The
vehicle  finally  reached  the  point  that  raging  floodwaters
washed the relatively big car off the road into some trees.

Then,  when  the  car  was  thoroughly  incapable  of  going  any
further, and flooded, the mother rescued herself, barely, and
then removed the baby from the car seat only to have the
rushing waters separate her from the baby who was washed away.
That is the mother’s story. Such a mother was either “stuck on
stupid” or in some kind of state where reality had left her.

Now, all this stupid stuff from the mother indicated to me
that this person who had directly caused the death of her baby
deserved to be arrested and thrown in jail. And , maybe she
was. But the story leaking out is that very same mother had
three older children who had been taken away from her by DSS,
leaving only the baby.

Leaving the baby? The most vulnerable and helpless of the four



children??? How could the Union County DSS have been so stuck
on stupid too? Especially after all the mess about the boy
with the dead chicken tied around his neck.

However, in all the DSS horror stories that I have heard
about, taking older children away from an unfit mother and
leaving the youngest child is not out of the ordinary. It is a
matter of money and the DSS bureaucracy wanting to spending
that money. You see, if DSS took all of this unfit mother’s
children, that unfit mother would no longer represent a DSS
case. And with just a few such cases, a DSS worker’s job would
no longer be necessary. Well, if you know anything about DSS,
you know that DSS jobs never decrease. It is always more and
more and children are actually protected less and less.

Although  this  case  at  hand  did  not  happened  in  Cleveland
County. This time. But there have been many similar cases
where children have been killed right under the noses of the
Cleveland County DSS.

There is also the case where a Federal lawsuit was recently
filed  against  the  Cleveland  County  DSS  and  DSS  workers
actually admitted under oath that they had purposely violated
and had been directed to violate State and Federal laws and
DSS policy. Yet Susan Allen, backed by Eddie Holbrook and the
rest of the Commissioners never required that the scofflaws be
disciplined in any way. And, in fact, Commissioner Holbrook
chose to defame the DSS victim.

Union  County  has  no  monopoly  on  being  stuck  on  stupid.
Cleveland County has their share and apparently are proud of
it. One observer of CCDSS and Commissioner stupidity stated “I
have never seen people be so proud of being so stupid.” My
reply  was  “you  should  add  the  voters  that  elected  these
nitwits to your statement.”

What about you??? What will you do to rid Cleveland County of
such as this article has described? If you don’t know what to



do, Stay Tuned for the answer.


